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Anyone reading this is crazy

About Portugal, in this respect. Nonsense. Nothing to attract, though. It's just a title. Read on. Of course I don't want to offend anyone.

However, the headline was curiously. Just admit it. A warned person, yet you read on.

Retired, so time was up you would say. But addicted to a game of golf. Time-consuming, you bet. Well, then there is also the Portuguese

Algarve. To escape the chilly, wet spring and autumn in the Netherlands. Pleasant climate for golf and beautiful walks. Enjoying the

overwhelming natural beauty. What more could you want.

Last but not least

Mouth watering of the Portuguese kitchen. At the table with grandma Rita and grandpa Dick. Portuguese residents, emigrated to the

Alentejo. The grandparents of our three grandsons. It is impossible to strengthen our relationship with this beautiful country in a better way.

In addition, enough time to write. Because, a real Wordaholic will not fail. Swinging words on paper again and again. Especially during my

Portuguese trips. About anything and everything. Whoever writes naturally wants to be read. It is logical that I accepted the invitation to

provide a guest blog on the website of Portugal-vakantie.

You already have an interest in Portugal. The proof, you took the trouble to take a look here. The Portuguese will not let you down. I am sure

from my own experience. Modest, friendly and hospitable. With an incomprehensible language, sounding like music to your ears.

Keep following me
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What more could you want. Nice blogposts, written by a real Portugal- junkie. Which I would like to say, with that title. Keep reading my

columns. Who knows, you may also be infected by the Portugal virus. Just as fond of Portugal as I am. So promise me, don't forget. Check

regularly at: https://woordenbrei.wordpress.com

Because whoever reads this is crazy.

Website | Woordenbrei

Twitter | Woordenbrei

Bem-vindo a Portugal  Wat dacht je wat

 (https://woordenbrei.wordpress.com)

 (https://twitter.com/Woordenbrei1)
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